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EMPIRICAL STUDY

How Individual Differences Affect Learning

of Translation-Ambiguous Vocabulary

Tamar Degani and Miri Goldberg
University of Haifa

This study examined interactions of word and learner characteristics during foreign
vocabulary learning, focusing on translation ambiguity and individual differences in
cognitive resources and linguistic background (language proficiency, multilingual expe-
rience). Fifty-three native Hebrew speakers and Russian–Hebrew multilinguals learned
the phonological form of target Arabic words along with their Hebrew translations
and definitions. The mapping could be translation ambiguous, with a single Hebrew
word translated into two Arabic words (one-to-many) or translation unambiguous (one-
to-one mapping). Results from translation production and meaning recognition tests
revealed that translation-ambiguous words were more difficult to learn than translation-
unambiguous words. This disadvantage did not dissipate with time, and learners’ phono-
logical short-term memory was associated with increased translation ambiguity costs.
Learners’ proficiency in the language through which learning took place (Hebrew), but
not degree of multilingualism, modulated learning. Findings underscore the importance
of item and learner interactions, clarifying the multilingualism effect in novel language
learning.

Keywords vocabulary learning; translation ambiguity; multilingualism; phonological
memory; second language

Introduction

With globalization, the need to learn an additional language as an adult is
becoming increasingly relevant, and many individuals in the world use more
than one language in their daily lives (Cenoz, Hufeisen, & Jessner, 2003;
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Edwards, 2004). One critical dimension of learning another language is learn-
ing its vocabulary. Indeed, the quality of word knowledge has been highlighted
as a prerequisite to reading comprehension in speakers’ first language (L1) and
their second language (L2) (e.g., Pasquarella, Gottardo, & Grant, 2012; Perfetti,
2007). Interestingly, not all words are equally easy to learn (e.g., de Groot &
van Hell, 2005; Degani & Tokowicz, 2010), and not all learners approach vo-
cabulary learning with similar capacities, which include cognitive resources and
linguistic background (Kaushanskaya, 2012; Martin & Ellis, 2012). Moreover,
certain words may be more difficult to learn for some learners (see Kaushan-
skaya, Marian, & Yoo, 2011, for interactions between learners’ gender and their
familiarity with the phonological makeup of words). Therefore, the goal of this
investigation was to test whether the interaction of word characteristics and
learner characteristics could explain variability in foreign vocabulary learning.
We specifically focused on how background characteristics of learners, such as
their memory capacity and linguistic background, influence their learning of
difficult-to-learn translation-ambiguous words.

Background Literature

Effects of Word Characteristics in L2 Vocabulary Learning
Previous research has shown that some word types are more difficult to learn
than others. For example, learning abstract words is substantially more difficult
than learning concrete words (for review, see de Groot & van Hell, 2005),
and similarly noncognate translations are more difficult to learn than cognate
translations (e.g., Lotto & de Groot, 1998). A recently highlighted dimension of
difficulty in word learning is the mapping between translations across languages
(Degani & Tokowicz, 2010; Degani, Tseng, & Tokowicz, 2014). In particular,
not all translations have a one-to-one unique translation in another language,
creating a situation of translation ambiguity. For instance, the ambiguous He-
brew word /makor/ can be translated into Arabic as either /munqa:r/ meaning
“beak” or as /masˤdar/ meaning “source.” Such translation ambiguity may cre-
ate challenges for learning because adult learners rely on their fully formed
and ingrained L1 system, and the indirect L1–L2 mappings of a translation-
ambiguous word requires substantial remapping of existing form-to-meaning
connections (Tokowicz, 2014). Specifically, a learner not only needs to as-
sociate a foreign language word to an existing meaning and the relevant L1
word—as in the case of one-to-one mapping—but this learner is also required
to create a one-to-many mapping between a single form and a single meaning to
two novel foreign language words (for a schematic illustration, see Eddington
& Tokowicz, 2013, Figure 3, p. 445).
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Interestingly, translation ambiguity is a prevalent phenomenon across lan-
guages (e.g., Tokowicz, Kroll, de Groot, & van Hell, 2002; for review, see
Degani, Prior, Eddington, da Luz Fontes, & Tokowicz, 2016) and appears to
impact language processing and representations (e.g., Tokowicz & Degani,
2010). For instance, among proficient bilingual speakers of English and Dutch,
Tokowicz et al. (2002) observed that translation-unambiguous English–Dutch
pairs (e.g., the English word arrow and its Dutch translation pijl, corresponding
to a one-to-one mapping) were rated as more similar in meaning to each other
than translation-ambiguous pairs (e.g., the English word change and its two
Dutch translations verandering denoting the result of alteration and wisselgeld
denoting coins of small denomination, corresponding to a one-to-many map-
ping). Moreover, Tokowicz and Kroll (2007; see also Boada, Sánchez-Casas,
Gavilán, Garcı́a-Albea, & Tokowicz, 2012) found that proficient bilinguals
were slower and less accurate in producing translation-ambiguous words (e.g.,
change) than translation-unambiguous words (e.g., arrow).

Critically, the effect of translation ambiguity is not limited to proficient
bilinguals. Rather, it affects the beginning stages of learning as well. Previous
research with native English speakers learning Dutch vocabulary found slower
reaction times (RTs) and lower accuracy when learning translation-ambiguous
words (Degani & Tokowicz, 2010). Degani and Tokowicz taught native English
speakers a set of Dutch words that could map onto English unambiguously (sin-
gle Dutch word corresponding to a single English translation, such as pijl and
arrow) or ambiguously (two Dutch words corresponding to a single English
translation, such as verandering and wisselgeld to change). The lexical forms
of the to-be-learned Dutch words were presented visually along with the cor-
responding English translation and a relevant definition over multiple sessions.
Translation recognition and production tests revealed a substantial accuracy
decrement for translation-ambiguous words that did not disappear with time
(up to two weeks following initial learning). Further, larger decrements were
observed for translation-ambiguous words that were two Dutch synonyms for
the same meaning (e.g., for the English sky, the corresponding synonymous
Dutch words lucht and hemel) than for translation-ambiguous words that were
Dutch translations of a meaning-ambiguous English word (e.g., change). In
a second study, Degani et al. (2014) replicated the translation-ambiguity dis-
advantage with the same stimuli and further showed that teaching the two
alternative translations together led to better learning than teaching them apart.

Degani and Tokowicz (2010) proposed that the ambiguity disadvantage
stems from the challenge of mapping two foreign language labels to an undiffer-
entiated concept and highlighted two possible mechanisms for the effect. First,
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active competition between the different alternative translations may hinder
performance, which is in line with assumptions of competitive inhibitory inter-
actions between connected representations in interactive activation models (Do-
herty, 2004; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981). Second, translation-ambiguous
words may suffer from a decrease in associative strength, similar to the fan
effect (e.g., Anderson, 1974). The fan effect assumes that as more facts are
associated with a concept, each fact has decreased probability of occurrence
and thus lower associative strength. As a result, the more facts that are con-
nected to a concept, the longer individuals take to recall the concept. In the
case of translation-ambiguous words, a learner would take longer to retrieve a
translation if additional translations are linked to the same word.

The majority of previous studies have examined the one-to-many direction
of ambiguity, where a single L1 word was mapped onto two foreign language
vocabulary items (for an exception focusing on many-to-one mapping, see
Bracken, Degani, Eddington, & Tokowicz, 2017). This was also the focus of
our study. In particular, in our study, we examined the generalizability of the
translation-ambiguity disadvantage in two important ways. First, in previous
studies the to-be-learned materials were presented visually with no phonologi-
cal input throughout the study, placing the emphasis on orthography (for related
discussion of the emphasis on orthography in visual presentation, see Dijkstra,
Grainger, & van Heuven, 1999). In contrast, in our study, we aurally presented
the foreign language Arabic words in reference to visually presented Hebrew
translations. Although both Hebrew and Arabic are Semitic languages, their
orthographic representations are completely nonoverlapping (see also Degani,
Prior, & Hajajra, 2018). Therefore, with the auditory presentation, we avoided
the need for transliteration, placing the emphasis on phonology in learning.
This design allowed us to test production of the learned Arabic phonological
form based on previous encounters with it during the learning process.

Second, because phonological and not orthographic forms were presented
during learning, our study allowed us to test the translation-ambiguity disad-
vantage in different-script languages. To date, the translation-ambiguity disad-
vantage has mostly been documented for same-script materials, such that the to-
be-learned words used the same orthographic system (e.g., Dutch–English and
German–English). Notably, the results of a recent study testing the learning of
new meanings of known foreign language words indicated that the translation-
ambiguity disadvantage may be present across scripts (Lu, Wu, Dunlap, &
Chen, 2017; see also Fang, Perfetti, & Stafura, 2017; Rodd et al., 2012). In
particular, Lu et al. (2017) taught native Chinese speakers ambiguous and un-
ambiguous English pseudowords, withholding the presentation of the second
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meaning of the ambiguous words until the second session (see also Degani
et al., 2014). The to-be-learned English pseudowords were presented visually
along with their meaning (depicted in Chinese characters). The results from the
foreign language to L1 translation production tests administered throughout
learning revealed a translation-ambiguity disadvantage in the RT measures.
No difference was observed between ambiguous and unambiguous words in
accuracy rates, likely due to a ceiling effect. In our study, we directly tested
for the translation-ambiguity disadvantage in a different set of dissimilar-script
languages, teaching Hebrew speakers novel Arabic words.

Testing dissimilar-script languages is important for several reasons. First,
this approach allows complete decoupling of the roles of phonology and or-
thography during learning so that any observed translation-ambiguity effect
can be unequivocally traced to the phonological level. Second, one may argue
that the lexical system of different-script multilinguals is organized differently
from that of same-script multilinguals because the nonoverlapping orthogra-
phies allow for functional separation between the languages (e.g., Goral, 2018;
Jiang, 2018; van Heuven & Wen, 2018; but see Degani et al., 2018). Thus,
results from same-script multilinguals may not generalize to different-script
multilinguals. Indeed, testing different-script languages is an important step in
generalizing findings observed with English (Share, 2008) and testing the role
of language similarity during learning more generally.

Effects of Learner Characteristics in L2 Vocabulary Learning
An additional source of variance in foreign language learning centers on indi-
vidual differences between learners. Learners may bring to the learning situa-
tion different cognitive and linguistic abilities, including differences in memory
capacity, attention, and executive functions as well as in existing vocabulary
and other linguistic representations. The focus of our study had two critical
dimensions: (a) cognitive resources, specifically memory capacity, and (b) lin-
guistic background.

Cognitive Resources
Learning a novel word auditorily involves learning the sequential sound pat-
tern and its (arbitrary) mapping to meaning. Such a process may depend on
a learner’s ability to memorize phonological sequences. Support for this con-
jecture comes from the literature on L1 and L2 development among children,
showing positive associations between phonological short-term memory and
vocabulary growth (Baddeley, Gathercole, & Papagno, 1998; Gathercole &
Baddeley, 1993; Hummel & French, 2010). Further, results of recent research
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with adult learners have been consistent with this suggestion. In particular, Mar-
tin and Ellis (2012) examined the correlation between adult learners’ memory
capacity and their L2 vocabulary and grammar learning. Of relevance, they ob-
served a significant positive correlation between learners’ phonological short-
term memory as measured by the nonword repetition and nonword recognition
tests and their vocabulary learning scores when words were presented to the
learners aurally (Gathercole, Pickering, Hall, & Peaker, 2001). Kaushanskaya
(2012) further showed that adult monolingual speakers with a larger phonolog-
ical short-term memory capacity outperformed monolinguals with a smaller
memory capacity when learning novel words aurally. The advantage associated
with increased phonological short-term memory was restricted, however, to
learning items that were composed of nonnative phonemes but was not present
when the to-be-learned items included only familiar phonemes. Thus, enhanced
phonological short-term memory capacity appears to contribute to learning of
novel vocabulary, especially when the to-be-learned items include unfamil-
iar phonological sequences. In our study, we tested participants’ phonological
short-term memory and examined how this ability modulated auditory learning
of novel foreign language words. Because the to-be-learned Arabic material
included some phonemes that do not exist in the participants’ known languages
(Saiegh-Haddad & Henkin-Roitfarb, 2014), phonological short-term memory
was expected to modulate learning.

Moreover, phonological short-term memory may modulate learners’ abil-
ity to learn translation-ambiguous words. In particular, Degani and Tokowicz
(2010) suggested that translation-ambiguous words may be more difficult to
learn due to active competition among the alternative foreign language transla-
tions. Accordingly, when learners are asked to retrieve the newly learned foreign
language word, the availability of the phonological form of the alternative for-
eign language translation may hinder their performance, and such competition
may be stronger for individuals who are able to retrieve both phonological
forms accurately. For instance, when asked to learn the Arabic /munqa:r/ as a
translation for the Hebrew /makor/, individuals who are better able to main-
tain in their phonological short-term memory the alternative correct Arabic
translation /masˤdar/ are likely to be more strongly affected by the existence
of translation ambiguity compared to individuals who are less able to maintain
the alternative translation.

Similarly, phonological short-term memory may modulate the translation-
ambiguity effect if reduced associate strength (a fan effect) underlies pre-
viously observed translation-ambiguity learning disadvantage. In particular,
individuals with increased memory may be better able to create and maintain
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multiple representations and consequently suffer more from reduced asso-
ciative strength for translation-ambiguous linked representations compared to
individuals who are less successful in establishing multiple associations. Thus,
individuals with increased phonological short-term memory are likely to show
a larger translation-ambiguity effect. Accordingly, we tested whether individ-
uals’ phonological short-term memory modulated overall learning, as well as
specifically learning of translation-ambiguous words.

An additional memory component implicated in learning additional lan-
guages is participants’ working memory span. According to the well-known
working memory model of Baddeley (2000, 2003), working memory has sev-
eral components, including temporary storage (the visuospatial sketchpad and
the phonological loop), binding and integration (the episodic buffer), and a
central executive component responsible for allocating attentional resources
to the other three components. Of relevance, the phonological nonword rep-
etition task mentioned above is thought to tap only the storage component,
whereas working memory tasks require both storage and manipulation of the
to-be-remembered information (Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin, & Conway, 1999).
According to this conceptualization, working memory measures are likely to
be correlated with phonological short-term memory tasks because both tap the
storage component but may account for additional variability in word learning
to the extent that the central executive component and manipulation of infor-
mation are required (Buac, Gross, & Kaushanskaya, 2016). Indeed, in the word
learning study described above, Martin and Ellis (2012) observed that learners’
working memory capacity as measured by the listening span task (e.g., Har-
rington & Sawyer, 1992) accounted for unique variance in vocabulary learning
even when they took phonological short-term memory into account.

Moreover, working memory has been specifically linked to ambiguity res-
olution (e.g., Miyake, Just, & Carpenter, 1994). For instance, in the context of
within-language ambiguity using a self-paced sentence reading task, Miyake
et al. observed that individuals with increased working memory capacity held
the two alternative representations longer than those with lower working mem-
ory capacity. Accordingly, these individuals may suffer a greater translation-
ambiguity disadvantage. Specifically, individuals with a greater working
memory capacity have been shown to be more successful in establishing and
activating multiple translations simultaneously compared to individuals with
reduced working memory. According to competition accounts, the increased
simultaneous activation of multiple translations would make individuals with a
greater working memory capacity more prone to competition, resulting in in-
creased translation-ambiguity disadvantage. Similarly, according to a reduced
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associative strength explanation (a fan effect), the stronger established multiple
representations for individuals with increased working memory would make
them more susceptible to reduced associations for translation-ambiguous items
compared to individuals with weaker representations. However, in one study
examining whether working memory is linked to the processing of transla-
tion ambiguity, such a relation was not observed (Michael, Tokowicz, Degani,
& Smith, 2011). Specifically, native English speakers who were intermediate
learners of Spanish were asked to translate both translation-ambiguous and
translation-unambiguous Spanish words. Results showed that participants with
a larger working memory span and a greater ability to ignore irrelevant infor-
mation (based on performance in the Stroop task) were overall more accurate
in their translations, but working memory did not differentially influence pro-
cessing of translation-ambiguous words. In our study, we tested whether work-
ing memory may nonetheless influence the learning of translation-ambiguous
words. We predicted that working memory would not only have a positive ef-
fect on foreign language vocabulary learning in general but would also interact
with the translation-ambiguity effect such that a larger disadvantage would be
observed for individuals with increased working memory capacity.

We examined two additional cognitive resources. First, we measured par-
ticipants’ auditory statistical learning to explore whether individual differ-
ences in this ability predict learning. Researchers have widely theorized on the
link between statistical learning abilities and language learning (Erickson &
Thiessen, 2015; Siegelman, Bogaerts, Christiansen, & Frost, 2017; Siegelman
& Frost, 2015), and prior studies have identified links between visual statistical
learning abilities and orthographic/morphological L2 learning (Frost, Siegel-
man, Narkiss, & Afek, 2013). Because statistical learning abilities in different
modalities may reflect somewhat nonoverlapping constructs (Frost, Armstrong,
Siegelman, & Christiansen, 2015) and may follow a different developmental
trajectory (Raviv & Arnon, 2018), in our study, we set out to explore whether
auditory statistical learning predicts learning of aurally presented vocabulary
among adult learners. Second, we measured participants’ nonverbal intelli-
gence to control for baseline differences among learners. Specifically, because
we tested a heterogeneous group of participants, it was important for us to verify
that any observed learning effects of other individual difference measures were
not confounded by baseline differences in nonverbal intelligence because prior
studies have observed correlations between memory measures and intelligence
(Engle et al., 1999).
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Linguistic Background
A second dimension of individual differences that we tested in our study was
learners’ prior linguistic experience. This construct was examined in two com-
plementary ways: (a) level of proficiency/skill in participants’ dominant lan-
guage and (b) experience with additional languages, namely, degree of multilin-
gualism. With respect to the level of proficiency in learners’ dominant language,
there is evidence to suggest an association between linguistic abilities in the
L1 and those abilities in the L2. For instance, Prior, Goldina, Shany, Geva, and
Katzir (2014) observed a moderate positive correlation between high school
students’ vocabulary scores in their L1 and their vocabulary scores in their L2.
Similarly, phonological awareness in the L1 has been linked to phonological
awareness in the L2 (Bialystok, McBride-Chang, & Luk, 2005; Saiegh-Haddad
& Geva, 2008), and more generally, L1 reading abilities significantly predict
later proficiency and achievement in a host of L2 tests (e.g., Sparks, Patton,
Ganschow, & Humbach, 2012).

This association between existing linguistic knowledge and performance on
newly learned linguistic materials can be explained by two theoretical frame-
works (see also Geva, 2014; Melby-Lervåg & Lervåg, 2011). According to the
linguistic interdependence hypothesis (Cummins, 1979), this association re-
flects the reliance of both existing knowledge (e.g., L1) and the newly learned
knowledge (foreign language) on a common proficiency/aptitude construct. The
assumption is that linguistic abilities in both languages draw from this mutual
central processing system (Cummins, 1991), but what this common aptitude
entails is still underspecified (Wen, Biedroń, & Skehan, 2017). A related variant
of the interdependence hypothesis, the common underlying cognitive processes
proposal (Geva, 2014), underscores the relevance of basic cognitive processes,
including working memory, phonological awareness, and rapid automatized
naming, as comprising the common proficiency construct. Of relevance to
our study, according to this theoretical perspective, individuals with higher
linguistic abilities in existing languages should more easily learn foreign lan-
guage vocabulary compared to learners with lower linguistic abilities.

A different theoretical approach, offered to explain the correlation between
L1 linguistic abilities and learning of an additional language, is the typologi-
cal/contrastive approach (Odlin, 1989). This approach highlights the structural
similarity between L1 and the additional language. Accordingly, learners rely
on their L1 knowledge when learning an additional language, leading to positive
transfer when the to-be-learned language is similar to the L1 and to negative
transfer when the two systems do not overlap (see also MacWhinney, 2005). Ac-
cording to this perspective, one would expect to observe a correlation between
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foreign language vocabulary learning and linguistic abilities in a typologically
similar language. In our study, Hebrew speakers learned Arabic vocabulary.
Because both languages are Semitic languages and share at least some mor-
phological structures (Shimron, 2003), learners may capitalize on the structural
similarity between the languages (Norman, Degani, & Peleg, 2016) to more
easily parse and process the newly learned Arabic words. Thus, the contrastive
approach predicts a correlation between individuals’ Hebrew proficiency and
their foreign language (Arabic) vocabulary learning.

Notably, our study allowed us to test differential predictions of the two theo-
ries by including learners who were proficient in additional languages (English
and Russian). According to the interdependence hypothesis, foreign language
learning should correlate with proficiency scores in all existing linguistic abil-
ities, thus not only with Hebrew but also with proficiency in other languages
(Russian and English), although these are not typologically similar to the for-
eign language. In contrast, according to the typological/contrastive perspective,
foreign language vocabulary learning should benefit from similar representa-
tions but not from less similar representations. Thus, this perspective might
predict that increased knowledge of multiple typologically different languages
would not be associated with greater foreign language learning.

Aside from the level of proficiency in the L1, prior linguistic experience
encompasses the degree of multilingualism of learners. Recent studies have
shown that multilingual speakers are better at word learning than monolingual
speakers (e.g., Bartolotti & Marian, 2012; Kaushanskaya & Rechtzigel, 2012;
Kaushanskaya, Yoo, & Van Hecke, 2013; for review, see Hirosh & Degani, 2018;
Tokowicz & Degani, 2015). Researchers have proposed that this multilingual
advantage in foreign language vocabulary learning stems from both direct
transfer (of available representations and practiced skills) and from indirect
contributions of mediating cognitive variables, such as superior attentional
control abilities and enhanced phonological short-term memory (Hirosh &
Degani, 2018). Based on this literature, learners who have had more experience
in language learning are expected to outperform less experienced learners. The
general prediction is thus that individuals who are more multilingual should
outperform those with less multilingual experience. To test this prediction in our
study, we had both native Hebrew speakers and Russian–Hebrew speakers learn
foreign language Arabic words. All participants were also proficient in English,
and thus the sample consisted of a heterogeneous group with varied prior
experience with additional languages. We thus conceptualized multilingualism
in our study as a continuous variable, including both the number of languages
that speakers knew and their proficiency in those languages.
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Moreover, the manipulation of translation ambiguity allowed us to test inter-
actions between this item characteristic and learners’ degree of multilingualism.
Multilinguals may be better able to learn translation-ambiguous words because
they have had more experience in mapping two labels to a shared concept
(Hirosh & Degani, 2018; Kaushanskaya, Gross, & Buac, 2014). As a result,
they may be better able to negotiate the potential competition between the two
translations (e.g., /munqa:r/ and /masˤdar/) or may be better able to handle the
reduced associative strength of each translation. We therefore tested whether the
translation-ambiguity effect was modulated by the degree of multilingualism
of the participants.

A recent study has put forth an important caveat to the prediction that mul-
tilingualism would generally be associated with a learning advantage. Specif-
ically, Bogulski, Bice, and Kroll (2018) reported evidence that supported the
existence of a multilingual advantage only in cases when foreign language vo-
cabulary is learned through L1 translations but not when it is learned via the
L2. In that study, native English speakers were compared to English–Spanish,
Spanish–English, and Chinese–English bilinguals. All groups learned Dutch
vocabulary through English translations. Results indicated a bilingual advan-
tage only for the bilingual group learning the foreign language through their
L1 (i.e., English–Spanish bilinguals). The authors proposed that the bilingual
advantage in foreign language learning stemmed from their previous expe-
rience with L1 regulation (when learning their L2). They assumed that for-
eign language learning benefits from inhibition of the language from which
learning takes place, and thus only bilinguals who have practiced regulating
that language enjoy an advantage. Interestingly, in a post hoc analysis, the
authors further showed that increased proficiency and dominance in the lan-
guage through which learning took place was associated with better foreign
language learning. In particular, Spanish–English bilinguals who had become
more dominant in their L2 English outperformed Spanish–English bilinguals
who were Spanish dominant in learning novel Dutch words in association with
English translations. This suggested that a multilingual advantage would be
observed when bilinguals learn the foreign language words via their L1 or
dominant language but not when they learn through their L2 or less dominant
language.

Taking this finding into account, in our study, we tested for the multilingual
advantage in word learning only when speakers learned through their domi-
nant language. All participants were immersed in the language through which
learning took place (Hebrew), and thus, although for some of our participants
this language was the L2, their proficiency profile indicated that this was their
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dominant language. For this population, we thus predicted a multilingual ad-
vantage in word learning. Moreover, because we took into account cognitive re-
sources (Kaushanskaya & Marian, 2009), such a multilingual advantage would
not be attributed to differences in learners’ cognitive profile.

The Present Study

To summarize, our study examined the joint contribution of word and learner
characteristics on foreign language vocabulary learning. We focused on transla-
tion ambiguity as the central word characteristic by comparing learning of one-
to-many translation-ambiguous Arabic words (e.g., /munqa:r/ and /masˤdar/
meaning “beak” and “source,” respectively, to the Hebrew /makor/, capturing
those two meanings) to learning of translation-unambiguous Arabic words (e.g.,
/kursi/ to the Hebrew /kise/ meaning “chair”). We extended previous literature
demonstrating a translation-ambiguity disadvantage (e.g., Degani & Tokowicz,
2010; Degani et al., 2014) to test whether such a disadvantage was present
when learners were provided with the foreign language phonology via auditory
presentation rather than their having to derive it from the presented foreign
language orthography. By doing so, we were also able to extend the literature
to test different script languages. Further, we tested how vocabulary learning of
both types of items was modulated by learner characteristics. Here, our focus
was on learners’ cognitive resources (mainly phonological short-term memory
and working memory) and their prior linguistic experience. In particular, we
compared more and less proficient Hebrew speakers and examined the role of
multilingualism in foreign language learning.

To this end, we tested a heterogeneous group of Hebrew speakers, including
native Hebrew speakers and multilingual Russian–Hebrew speakers, in their
learning of Arabic vocabulary. The novel vocabulary was presented aurally
along with a visually presented Hebrew translation and definition to allow learn-
ing of form and meaning. Learning and testing took place over four sessions
spanning four weeks to examine longer-term retention. Further, participants
completed a battery of individual difference tasks, including phonological and
working memory, auditory statistical learning, nonverbal intelligence as well
as fluency tests, and self-reported proficiency and use measures to provide a
detailed language profile of themselves.

Method

Participants
From a large university in Israel, we recruited 66 participants with no more
than minimal prior knowledge of Arabic for this experiment: 35 native
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Hebrew speakers and 31 multilingual Russian–Hebrew speakers. The par-
ticipants received either class credit or payment for participating in each of
the experimental sessions. To reduce dropout rates, participants received extra
credit or payment for completing all four sessions. At the end of Session 1,
participants completed a detailed language history questionnaire, a modified
version of the Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q;
Marian, Blumenfeld, & Kaushanskaya, 2007; see Table 1), to tap participants’
proficiency in and use of each of the languages that they spoke. Russian–
Hebrew speakers had learned Russian first, Hebrew second, and English third,
whereas native Hebrew speakers had learned Hebrew first and English second.
Across sessions, participants also completed tests of cognitive resources (see
Table 1).

We had to exclude data from 13 participants from our analyses. We excluded
one Russian–Hebrew speaker and three native Hebrew speakers because they
were native speakers of additional languages (i.e., simultaneous bilinguals) and
one native Hebrew speaker due to technical problems during task administra-
tion. We also randomly excluded one native Hebrew speaker to maintain an
equal number of participants across experimental versions. Further, based on
the data provided by participants in the language history questionnaire, we
examined the pattern of language dominance of the Russian–Hebrew speakers.
We calculated language dominance either as the ratio of Russian to Hebrew
proficiency (following Bogulski et al., 2018) or as the difference between pro-
ficiencies in the two languages divided by their sum (following Tomoschuk,
Ferreira, & Gollan, 2018). In both cases, we identified seven Russian–Hebrew
participants as dominant in their L1 (Russian), and we thus excluded them from
analyses. To summarize, we analyzed data from a final set of 53 participants:
30 native Hebrew speakers and 23 multilingual Russian–Hebrew speakers. All
included participants had Hebrew as their dominant language (Bogulski et al.,
2018).

Materials
We selected a set of 96 Arabic words as stimuli for our study; 24 of these
Arabic words corresponded to 12 ambiguous Hebrew words. Each of these
ambiguous Hebrew words translates into two different Arabic words (one-to-
many translation ambiguity). In addition, we included 48 Arabic words with a
single Hebrew translation to construct the unambiguous control type (one-to-
one translation unambiguous). The remaining 24 Arabic words were fillers for
the purposes of our study. These included ambiguous Arabic words that could
correspond to two Hebrew translations (k = 12) or to a single joint translation
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Table 1 Descriptive statistics of participants’ linguistic and cognitive characteristics

L1 Hebrew
(n = 30)

L1 Russian
(n = 23) All (N = 53)

Characteristic M (SD) M (SD) M (SD)

Age (years) 24.90 (2.98) 26.26 (4.64) 25.49 (3.81)
Age began Hebrew (years) 0.00 (0.00)∗ 7.00 (3.90)∗ 3.04 (4.33)
No. of languages 2.53 (0.57)∗ 3.26 (0.54)∗ 2.85 (0.66)
Hebrew proficiency ratinga (M) 9.50 (0.55) 9.67 (0.43) 9.58 (0.50)
Russian proficiency ratinga (M) 6.79 (2.00)
English proficiency ratinga (M) 7.58 (1.06) 7.51 (1.33) 7.55 (1.17)
Hebrew use ratingb (M) 7.47 (1.32) 7.56 (1.14) 7.51 (1.23)
Russian use ratingb (M) 3.28 (1.96)
English use ratingb (M) 6.43 (1.71) 6.80 (1.59) 6.59 (1.65)
Reading in Hebrewc (%) 78.86 (20.02)∗ 63.80 (22.99)∗ 72.32 (22.45)
Reading in Russianc (%) 14.79 (17.80)
Reading in Englishc (%) 20.76 (19.79) 18.75 (10.72) 19.89 (16.37)
Talking in Hebrewc (%) 75.86 (23.66)∗ 60.81 (25.20)∗ 69.33 (25.25)
Talking in Russianc (%) 20.51 (15.60)
Talking in Englishc (%) 19.14 (17.84) 13.53 (14.78) 16.71 (16.67)
Exposure to Hebrewc (%) 77.13 (12.56)∗ 60.04 (18.15)∗ 69.72 (17.34)
Exposure to Russianc (%) 22.26 (14.00)
Exposure to Englishc (%) 20.29 (10.69)∗ 13.92 (9.65)∗ 17.52 (10.65)
Previous Arabic proficiencyd 0.37 (.69) 0.22 (.52) 0.30 (.61)
Previous Arabic used 0.13 (.35) 0.13 (.34) 0.13 (.34)
Phonological short-term memory

(0–14)
5.90 (1.58) 5.52 (1.16) 5.74 (1.42)

Working memory (0–21) 12.03 (2.13) 11.70 (2.48) 11.89 (2.27)
Nonverbal IQ (0–18) 10.00 (2.41) 9.83 (3.70) 9.93 (3.01)
Hebrew phonemic fluency

(M w/min)
13.58 (2.98) 12.46 (4.03) 13.09 (3.48)

Hebrew semantic fluency
(M cat/min)

20.73 (3.68)∗ 18.42 (3.94)∗ 19.73 (3.93)

Statistical learning (proportion
correct)

0.59 (0.15) 0.57 (0.14) 0.58 (0.14)

Note. ∗A significant difference between the group in a t test (p < .05). aLanguage
proficiency reflects the average proficiency ratings in reading, writing, conversation,
and speech comprehension rated on a scale of 0 (lowest) to 10 (highest). bLanguage
use reflects the average use in reading, writing, conversation, internet, listening, and TV
watching rated on a scale from 0 (lowest) to 10 (highest). cSelf-estimated by participants
such that all languages sum to 100%. dSelf-rated on a scale from 0 (lowest) to 10
(highest).
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(k = 12) encompassing the two meanings of the ambiguous Arabic word (see
Table 2 for example stimuli and Appendix S1 in the Supporting Information
online for the full list of items).

A highly proficient Arabic–Hebrew bilingual determined the Hebrew trans-
lations of the Arabic words. We created definitions by consulting two online
dictionaries (milon.walla.co.il and www.milog.co.il) and slightly modified them
when we needed to keep the definitions short. We presented unambiguous items
with only one definition, whereas we provided a separate definition for each of
the two possible translations for the ambiguous type. Appendix S1 shows that
the Hebrew words that we selected for the translation-ambiguous type were
semantically ambiguous such that the two Arabic translations were relatively
unrelated in meaning (i.e., termed meaning ambiguous by Degani & Tokowicz,
2010).

We selected stimuli so that, across translation-ambiguous and translation-
unambiguous words, items were matched for word length (number of letters,
number of phonemes, and number of syllables) for both Hebrew and Arabic
and for Hebrew word frequency based on the heTenTen 2014 corpus via Sketch
Engine (Kilgarriff et al., 2014; Kilgarriff, Reddy, Pomikálek, & Avinesh, 2010).
We obtained phonological form similarity ratings of the Arabic and Hebrew
words in a norming study with 34 additional native Hebrew participants who
did not participate in the main study. We asked these participants to rate the
degree of similarity between each auditorily presented Arabic word and each
phonology of the visually presented Hebrew word by pressing a number between
1 (different) and 5 (similar). We normed the Hebrew words in the translation-
ambiguous type twice, once with each Arabic translation. Table 3 provides the
means and standard deviations for the word characteristics. Across translation
type, there were no significant differences in Arabic and Hebrew length, Hebrew
frequency, and phonological similarity ratings (all ps < .05).

We divided the 96 Arabic words into three versions, counterbalanced
across participants. Each version consisted of a different subset of 64 Arabic
words, such that each participant learned 32 Arabic words from the translation-
unambiguous type (one-to-one mapping) and 16 Arabic words from the
translation-ambiguous type (i.e., eight ambiguous Hebrew words, each cor-
responding to two Arabic translations). The remaining 16 Arabic words in
each version were ambiguous Arabic words with two meanings and served as
fillers. Thus, each participant learned 64 Arabic words, of which half were
translation unambiguous and half were ambiguous in some way. Of these, we
examined only items in the one-to-many direction (one ambiguous Hebrew
word corresponding to two Arabic translations) in the study reported here.
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Table 3 Characteristics of the stimuli used for the two translation types

Arabic Hebrew

Unambiguous
(k = 48)

Ambiguous
(k = 24)

Unambiguous
(k = 48)

Ambiguous
(k = 12)

Characteristic M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) M (SD)

Letters 4.06 (1.00) 4.04 (1.12) 4.02 (0.93) 3.83 (0.82)
Phonemes 5.23 (1.33) 5.46 (1.74) 5.10 (1.19) 4.75 (0.97)
Syllables 2.06 (0.84) 2.25 (0.90) 2.06 (0.52) 1.83 (0.39)
Frequency – – 37.47 (73.75) 57.49 (48.65)

Note. Frequency ratings for the Arabic words were not obtained. M (SD) phonologi-
cal similarity ratings for unambiguous translations = 2.31 (0.22) and for ambiguous
translations = 2.31 (0.25).

Procedure
The experiment consisted of four sessions separated by two days, one week,
and two weeks, respectively. Training took place in the first two sessions, and
testing took place at the end of each training session to increase learning (e.g.,
Karpicke & Roediger, 2008) and during Sessions 3 and 4. At the beginning
of Session 1 and at the end of Session 4, participants completed a pretest and
a posttest semantic relatedness judgment task in Hebrew. They had to judge
the semantic relatedness of pairs of phrases instantiating different meanings
of an ambiguous Hebrew word (e.g., dog bark–tree bark, Degani & Tokowicz,
2013). The Hebrew word was a translation of a learned Arabic word. Because
there were no differences on this test before and after learning, this task is
not discussed further. At the end of Session 1, participants completed a de-
tailed language history questionnaire, which was modified from the LEAP-Q
(Marian et al., 2007). Spread throughout the four sessions, participants per-
formed six individual difference tests, tapping cognitive resources and linguis-
tic background (see details below). The general procedure is summarized in
Figure 1. Across the entire protocol, Arabic words were presented only in an
auditory form.

Learning
At the beginning of each training task or learning test, participants had eight
practice trials during which the experimenter was still present in the room to
confirm that they understood the task. Participants were instructed to learn the
Arabic words and their meanings during the training cycles, of which there were
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Figure 1 General procedure of training and testing.

two types (following Kang, Gollan, & Pashler, 2013). In the first, which took
place only in Session 1, participants were instructed to repeat the Arabic word
presented to them (Kaushanskaya & Yoo, 2011). Specifically, in each trial,
a fixation cross appeared at the center of the computer screen for 1 second,
followed by a blank screen for 500 milliseconds and then by a written Hebrew
word with its definition, which appeared for 3 seconds. The word and definition
disappeared, and an auditory presentation of a corresponding Arabic word was
presented via loudspeakers. Then, a question mark appeared on the screen
until the participant’s vocal response (repetition of the Arabic word) triggered
the voice key. A stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of 1,500 milliseconds was
included before the beginning of the next trial.

In the second type of learning cycle, which took place in Session 1 and at
the beginning of Session 2, the question mark appeared right after the Hebrew
word and its definition, and participants were asked to attempt to produce the
Arabic word before hearing the correct form. The auditory presentation of the
correct Arabic word occurred 1 second after the participant’s response. Such
retrieval attempts have been shown to strengthen learning (Kang et al., 2013;
for review, see Tokowicz & Degani, 2015). An SOA of 1,500 milliseconds was
included before the beginning of the next trial.

Each learning cycle included a total of 80 trials: 32 trials of the unambigu-
ous type, 16 trials of the ambiguous type (eight ambiguous Hebrew words,
presented twice, once with each of its Arabic translations), and 32 filler tri-
als (16 ambiguous Arabic words, each presented twice, once with each of its
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definitions). Each Arabic word was presented twice in Session 1 (once in each
learning cycle type) and one more time in Session 2, for a total of three rep-
etitions across the entire learning protocol. Two short breaks were introduced
into each learning cycle, offering participants the opportunity to rest their eyes
and regain focus before continuing to the next trial.

In total, each participant learned 64 Arabic words. The presentation order of
translation type was sequential within each learning cycle, such that translation-
unambiguous items were presented before translation-ambiguous items, and the
order of Arabic words within each type was randomized. During the learning
phase, participants’ attention was not directly drawn to the fact that some
translation-ambiguous words were included in the learning set, however, this
was explicitly stated in the translation production tests administered for the first
time at the end of Session 1 (see Figure 1).

Testing
We administered four different learning tests aimed at tapping different aspects
of learning. The first was an Arabic-to-Hebrew translation production test that
we used in all four sessions (see also Degani & Tokowicz, 2010; Degani et al.,
2014). This is a backward translation production task, testing participants’
memory of the novel Arabic words. This task has been shown to produce an
accuracy range that allows for translation-ambiguity effects to emerge (De-
gani & Tokowicz, 2010; Degani et al., 2014). In the last two sessions, we also
tested participants with a Hebrew-to-Arabic translation production test (for-
ward translation production) to tap participants’ ability to retrieve the correct
phonological form of the Arabic words. Due to our focus on auditory pre-
sentation, it was important to verify that learners were able to produce the
phonological form of the learned words, although performance on this task
was expected to be overall lower (Degani & Tokowicz, 2010). In addition,
we administered in the last session a meaning recognition task in which the
Arabic word was presented along with a correct or an incorrect definition to
tap participants’ memory of the link between the Arabic word and its mean-
ing. Finally, we administered a translation recognition test in which the Arabic
word was presented along with a correct or an incorrect Hebrew translation;
regrettably, correct and incorrect trials were improperly balanced in differ-
ent translation types, so we have not included the results of this task in the
analyses. As in the learning cycles, words were randomly presented within
each translation type in each test, but the presentation order of types was
blocked (unambiguous→ambiguous→unambiguous→ambiguous, with filler
item blocks interspersed). Different unambiguous items were presented before
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and after the ambiguous items. The instructions of the two translation produc-
tion tests indicated that translation-ambiguous words would appear twice and
instructed learners to provide a different translation word on each presenta-
tion. These instructions explicitly pointed out that some words were learned in
association with two possible translations.

In the Arabic-to-Hebrew translation production test, participants provided
the Hebrew translations of the Arabic words. On each trial, a fixation cross
appeared for 1 second followed by an auditory presentation of the Arabic word.
Immediately after the offset of the Arabic word, a question mark appeared
onscreen until participants’ oral response (a Hebrew translation) triggered the
voice key. An SOA of 1,500 milliseconds was included before the beginning of
the next trial. Participants’ responses were recorded for later coding of accuracy.
A single researcher coded the responses. Cohen’s kappa interrater reliability
based on 10% of the data was .96.

In the Hebrew-to-Arabic translation production test, participants provided
the Arabic translation upon presentation of the Hebrew word. On each trial,
a fixation cross appeared on the computer screen for 1 second followed by
a blank screen for 500 milliseconds and then by a Hebrew word until the
participants’ vocal response (an Arabic word) triggered the voice key. An
SOA of 1,500 milliseconds was included before the beginning of the next
trial. The Hebrew translations that corresponded to two different Arabic words
(ambiguous type) appeared twice, and the participants were instructed to pro-
vide a different Arabic word on each presentation. Participants’ responses were
recorded for later coding for accuracy. Partially correct pronunciations, in which
vowels or consonants were omitted or added (e.g., /jibna/ instead of /jubna/),
were treated as incorrect trials in these analyses. Slight changes in accent
for nonnative phonemes were considered correct. A single researcher coded
the responses. Cohen’s kappa interrater reliability based on 10% of the data
was .75.

Finally, in the meaning recognition test, participants indicated whether a
Hebrew definition corresponded to an Arabic word by pressing either the yes
button or the no button with the index finger of their dominant hand. The but-
tons were placed next to each other so that no hand movement was required.
Each trial began with a fixation cross for 1 second followed by a blank screen
for 500 milliseconds and then by a written Hebrew definition for 2.5 seconds.
Next, an Arabic word was presented aurally, followed by a question mark, until
the participants made a response. An SOA of 500 milliseconds was included
before the beginning of the next trial. In the translation-unambiguous type, each
Arabic word was presented once with its correct definition and once with an
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incorrect definition (a definition of another Arabic word from the same trans-
lation type). Thus, 50% of these pairs (32 pairs) required a correct response. In
the translation-ambiguous type, each Arabic word was presented three times,
once with its correct definition and twice with an incorrect definition (one unre-
lated foil and one whose meaning corresponded to the other Arabic translation
item of the same ambiguous Hebrew word). Thus, 33% of the ambiguous pairs
(16 pairs) required a correct response. Because additional filler items were
included, a total of 160 pairs were presented, with 50% requiring a correct
response.

Measures of Individual Differences
We tested participants’ phonological short-term memory using a Hebrew ver-
sion of the nonword repetition task (see the syllable span task, Shatil & Share,
2003). In this task, we asked participants to repeat out loud, in the order pre-
sented, sets of Hebrew nonwords of two to eight monosyllabic items. The test
ended when the participant did not succeed in accurately repeating both sets of
a given length. Split-half reliability with Spearman-Brown correction of this
test was .67.

We tested working memory span using the Letter–Number Sequencing test
(a subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale Version III; Wechsler, 1997)
in its Hebrew version (WAIS-III HEB; http://www.psychtech.co.il). The test
requires participants not only to maintain information in phonological memory
(as is done in the nonword repetition task) but also to perform a mental operation
on that information, and it thus taxes working memory capacity. In this task, we
presented participants with letter and number strings varying in length from two
to eight characters and asked them to repeat each sequence in a different order
by first repeating the numbers in ascending order and then repeating the letters
in their alphabetic order. Three strings were presented at a given length level.
The test ended when participants did not succeed in accurately repeating any of
the three strings of a given length. Split-half reliability with Spearman-Brown
correction of this test was .73.

We tested statistical learning abilities via an auditory statistical learning
test. We conducted the test following the procedures of the auditory-verbal-
adjacent task (Siegelman & Frost, 2015). We first asked participants to listen
to a 9-minute monologue in a novel language (verbal stimuli) via headphones,
including 12 auditory syllable triplets repeated 52 times. They then heard pairs
of three-syllable sequences (“words”) with a 300-millisecond interval between
them and had to indicate by pressing either the 1 or the 2 button which word (first
or second) appeared in the language that they had previously heard. Split-half
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reliability for this test with Spearman-Brown correction was .73. Test–retest
reliability of this task has been reported as r = .63 (Siegelman & Frost, 2015).

Finally, to control for participants’ nonverbal intelligence we employed a
short version of the Raven’s Progressive Matrices Test (Raven, 1960; adapted
from Degani, 2011; Degani & Tokowicz, 2013). In this task, participants had
to complete a visual pattern by selecting one of eight alternatives. Reliability
of the task has been previously established (Raven & Rust, 2008). Split-half
reliability with Spearman-Brown correction of this test was .78.

We collected information about participants’ linguistic backgrounds via a
language history questionnaire, a modified version of the validated LEAP-Q
(Marian et al., 2007). In the questionnaire, participants provided information
on their proficiency, use, and learning circumstances of all the languages that
they knew and were asked directly whether they had learned Arabic and what
their current level of Arabic proficiency and use was.

These subjective proficiency measures were complemented with more ob-
jective tasks. Specifically, to measure Hebrew proficiency participants com-
pleted the phonemic fluency test and the semantic fluency test (Kavé, 2005).
In these tests, participants had to produce in one minute as many words as
possible for each of three Hebrew letters (bet /b/, gimel /g/, and shin /š/) and for
each of three semantic categories (animals, fruits and vegetables, and vehicles),
respectively. Task administration and scoring was identical to that described in
Kavé (2005). Based on the current sample, Cronbach’s alpha reliability for the
phonemic fluency test (three phonemes) was .77, and for the semantic fluency
test (three categories) was .77. For the total fluency test, including all six items,
Cronbach’s alpha reliability was .82.

Data Analysis

We analyzed the data using linear mixed-effects models as implemented in the
lme4 (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008) and lmerTest packages (Kuznetsova,
Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017) in R (Version 3.3.3; R Core Team, 2017). We
analyzed accuracy data following a binomial distribution (i.e., logistic linear
mixed effects). We analyzed RTs for correct responses and trimmed them to
exclude trials with RTs shorter than 200 milliseconds or longer than 4,500
milliseconds, resulting in the exclusion of 5% of the data from the Arabic-to-
Hebrew translation production test, 2% from the Hebrew-to-Arabic translation
production test, and 7% from the meaning recognition test. We included in the
model as fixed effects item characteristics (specifically translation ambiguity)
on the one hand and learner characteristics (cognitive resources and linguistic
background) on the other, and we examined their interaction with each other.
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Table 4 Mean performance (standard error) across tests and sessions for the unambigu-
ous and ambiguous translation types

Ambiguous

Test and session Unambiguous All trials No repetitionsa

Accuracy (% correct):
Arabic-Hebrew production 1 43 (1) 29 (2)
Arabic-Hebrew production 2 54 (1) 36 (2)
Arabic-Hebrew production 3 50 (1) 34 (2)
Arabic-Hebrew production 4 51 (1) 35 (2)
Hebrew-Arabic production 3 43 (1) 46 (2) 36 (2)
Hebrew-Arabic production 4 45 (1) 52 (2) 41 (2)
Meaning recognition 4 82 (1) 73 (1)

Reaction times (ms):
Arabic-Hebrew production 1 1,045 (24) 1,211 (48)
Arabic-Hebrew production 2 916 (20) 1,148 (48)
Arabic-Hebrew production 3 1,053 (26) 1,243 (51)
Arabic-Hebrew production 4 975 (25) 1,121 (47)
Hebrew-Arabic production 3 1,336 (25) 1,409 (39) 1,501 (32)
Hebrew-Arabic production 4 1,238 (21) 1,380 (36) 1,508 (32)
Meaning recognition 4 548 (10) 585 (14)

Note. aMeans and standard errors for no repetition ambiguous words refer to com-
putations excluding cases in which participants repeated the same Arabic word when
presented with the Hebrew ambiguous word for the second time.

Prior to analyses, it was necessary to examine multicollinearity in the learner
characteristic predictors.

Results

Table 4 provides mean accuracy and RTs for correct responses by translation
type (ambiguous vs. unambiguous) for the final sample of 53 participants.
Performance on filler items is not reported here.

Individual Difference Predictors
The study focused on individual differences in cognitive resources (phonologi-
cal short-term memory, working memory, nonverbal IQ, and auditory statistical
learning) as well as in linguistic background, including Hebrew proficiency and
multilingual language experience. As a first step, we examined the Pearson cor-
relations among the different cognitive variables (see Table 5). These analyses
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Table 5 Pearson correlations among cognitive resources measures

Measure 1 2 3 4

1 Phonological short-term memory –
2 Working memory .50∗∗ –
3 Nonverbal IQ –.10 .13 –
4 Statistical learning .28∗ .18 –.20 –

Note. ∗p < .05, ∗∗p < .01.

revealed a significant association between phonological short-term memory
and working memory and between phonological short-term memory and au-
ditory statistical learning. Thus, before entering these variables into the model
predicting learning, we residualized working memory to isolate the portion of
working memory variance that was not explained by phonological short-term
memory. Similarly, we residualized auditory statistical learning, isolating the
portion of auditory statistical learning not explained by phonological short-
term memory. There were no other significant correlations among the cognitive
resource measures.

We next examined the Pearson correlations among the linguistic back-
ground measures, including the objective Hebrew proficiency measures (se-
mantic and phonemic fluency tasks), self-rated ratings of Hebrew proficiency
and use (on a 0–10 scale, see Table 1), and in addition, self-rated estimates
of the other languages of the speaker. These included the number of spoken
languages, self-rated estimates of reading and speaking proficiency (on a 0–10
scale) in the most proficient language other than Hebrew for each participant
(which could have been Russian or English for the Russian–Hebrew speakers),
and percent of current exposure in reading and speaking to all languages other
than Hebrew. Examination of the Pearson correlations (see Table 6) revealed
several significant correlations.

To reduce collinearity in the predictors, we applied a principal compo-
nent analysis to the data. Indeed, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling
adequacy of .661 and Bartlett’s test of sphericity (p < .001) indicated that
the predictors were highly correlated, suggesting that a principal component
analysis was warranted for this dataset. We extracted factors with eigenvalues
over 1 and applied a Varimax rotation with Kaiser normalization to increase
interpretability of the factors by increasing the likelihood that each original
measure would correlate highly with only one factor. Table 7 presents the re-
sults of the principal component analysis, including factor loadings, percent of
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Table 6 Pearson correlations among linguistic background measures

Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 Hebrew: Phonetic fluency –
2 Hebrew: Semantic fluency .63∗∗ –
3 Hebrew: Self-rated proficiency –.05 –.11 –
4 Hebrew: Self-rated use –.02 –.13 .20 –
5 No. of languages .07 –.24 .14 –.07 –
6 Other languages: Reading percent –.12 –.19 –.10 –.20 .49∗∗ –
7 Other languages: Talking percent –.01 –.14 –.15 –.01 .50∗∗ .68∗∗ –
8 Other languages: Exposure percent –.11 –.27 –.03 –.04 .62∗∗ .61∗∗ .61∗∗ –
9 Other languages: Self-rated

proficiency
–.04 –.15 .48∗∗ .03 .36∗∗ .40∗∗ .35∗ .36∗∗ –

Note. ∗p < .05, ∗∗p < .01.

Table 7 Rotated matrix with the loadings of the different linguistic background variables
on three factors based on a principal component analysis

Variables Multilingualism
Objective
Hebrew

Subjective
Proficiency

Hebrew: Phonemic fluency .01 .91 –.01
Hebrew: Semantic fluency –.20 .87 –.15
Hebrew: Self-rated proficiency –.01 .00 .90
Hebrew: Self-rated use –.16 –.14 .47
No. of languages .77 .11 .16
Other languages: Reading percent .84 –.10 –.15
Other languages: Talking percent .83 –.02 –.13
Other languages: Exposure percent .83 –.16 –.02
Other languages: Self-rated proficiency .55 .03 .63
Unique variance explained (%) 33.87 18.24 16.89
Reliability .71 .77 .34

Note. Numbers in bold show loadings that are higher than .50. Factor reliability reflects
Cronbach’s alpha inter-item reliability on the dimensions with loadings above .50 for a
given factor.

unique variance explained by each factor, and reliability assessments. Three
factors emerged, cumulatively capturing 69% of the variance in the original
predictors. Specifically, measures of number of languages and proficiency in,
as well as exposure to, languages other than Hebrew, loaded most strongly on
the first factor. We thus termed this the Multilingualism factor. Measures of
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Table 8 Pearson correlations among individual difference predictors

Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 Phonological short-term memory –
2 Working memory (residualized) .00 –
3 Nonverbal IQ –.10 .08 –
4 Statistical learning (residualized) .00 –.15 –.17 –
5 Multilingualism factor –.06 –.05 –.11 .03 –
6 Objective Hebrew factor .29∗ .30∗ –.10 .18 .00 –
7 Subjective Proficiency factor –.02 .16 .09 –.07 .00 .00 –

Note. ∗p < .05.

phonemic and semantic Hebrew fluency loaded most strongly on the second
factor. We thus referred to this as the Objective Hebrew factor. Finally, self-
rated Hebrew proficiency and use as well as self-rated proficiency in the other
language loaded most strongly on the third factor, which we termed the Subjec-
tive Proficiency factor. Self-rated proficiency in a language other than Hebrew
loaded on both the Multilingualism factor and on the Subjective Proficiency
factor, likely because these subjective ratings are at least partially explained by
individuals’ bias in self-report measures (Tomoschuk et al., 2018). Further, the
reliability of this factor was rather low. Accordingly, we treated the third factor
as most strongly reflecting individual bias in self-report and included it only as
a control variable in the model.

Finally, before we entered these individual difference measures into the
model predicting learning outcomes, we examined the correlations among these
selected predictors (see Table 8). This analysis revealed a correlation between
the Objective Hebrew factor and the memory scores, likely reflecting the partial
reliance of these memory measures on long-term memory representations (for
discussion, see Buac et al., 2016). Critically, all correlations did not exceed .29,
alleviating concerns of extreme multicollinearity. Thus, we next examined how
these seven individual difference variables and factors contributed to learning.
We normalized all measures prior to conducting the analyses.

Model Structure
The main objective of our study was to test whether translation ambiguity
impacts auditory vocabulary learning and whether such learning is modulated
by individual differences in cognitive resources and linguistic background. To
this end, we adopted the following model structure. The effect of translation
type was deviation coded as a fixed-effect variable (unambiguous as –0.5 vs.
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ambiguous as 0.5). For the translation production tests administered multiple
times, we included an additional fixed effect of session, with the first session
set as the reference (i.e., Session 1 for the Arabic-to-Hebrew production trans-
lation test, and Session 3 for the Hebrew-to-Arabic production translation test),
as well as the interaction between translation type and session. In the meaning
recognition test, administered only once, session was replaced by response type
(no vs. yes decisions, with no decisions set as the reference) to control for po-
tential bias in participants’ responses. Further, we included the seven individual
difference predictors (phonological short-term memory, residualized working
memory, nonverbal intelligence, residualized statistical learning, Multilingual-
ism factor, Objective Hebrew factor, and Subjective Proficiency factor) as fixed
effects. Finally, to test relevant modulations of translation ambiguity with the-
oretically motivated learner characteristics, we included the interactions of
translation type with phonological short-term memory, residualized working
memory, the Multilingualism factor, and the Objective Hebrew factor. To si-
multaneously account for variance due to participants and for variance related
to items, we included by-participant and by-item intercepts as random effects.
Due to our focus on individual differences, we did not include by-participant
slopes. The model estimates across measures are summarized in Appendix S2
in the Supporting Information online.

Translation Ambiguity Effect
The main objective of the study was to test the degree to which auditory learning
is modulated by translation ambiguity. As shown in Figure 2 (and in Appendix
S2), the results revealed a consistent pattern by which translation-unambiguous
words were learned better than translation-ambiguous words. The effect was
reliable for the Arabic-to-Hebrew translation production test for both accuracy
and RT as well as for the accuracy for the meaning recognition test. Interestingly,
there was no reliable main effect of translation type for the Hebrew-to-Arabic
translation production test, and the pattern of means appeared to suggest an
ambiguity advantage (see Figure 2). However, ambiguous words were repeated
twice in this task, and participants often provided the same Arabic translation
twice (35% of trials). Thus, we further examined whether a translation type
effect was present when we excluded from analysis cases in which participants
provided the same Arabic translation when they encountered the Hebrew word
for the second time because repetition priming is likely to be a facilitator in
such cases. The translation type effect in this analysis was again nonsignificant,
b = –0.16, SE = 0.56, z = –0.28, p = .78, but the pattern of means was reversed
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Figure 2 Response accuracy (A) and reaction time (B) as a function of translation type
across the three tests. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval (*p < .05).

(Mambiguous = 0.37, Munambiguous = 0.38) such that participants responded to
translation-ambiguous words less accurately than to translation-unambiguous
words.

Individual Differences
Cognitive Resources
Phonological short-term memory contributed to learning such that an over-
all larger phonological short-term memory capacity was associated with
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marginally enhanced accuracy on the Hebrew-to-Arabic translation production
test. More critically, phonological short-term memory modulated individuals’
sensitivity to translation ambiguity during learning (see Figure 3).

For the Arabic-to-Hebrew translation production test, we observed a larger
difference in both accuracy and RT measures between translation-ambiguous
and translation-unambiguous items for individuals with larger phonologi-
cal short-term memory compared to those with smaller phonological short-
term memory (see Figure 3, Panel A and B). Whereas we observed the ex-
pected positive relation between phonological short-term memory and learning
for translation-unambiguous items on the accuracy measure, for translation-
ambiguous items, individuals with lower phonological short-term memory
were as accurate as those with larger phonological short-term memory. We
interpreted this finding to suggest that individuals with a greater phonological
short-term memory capacity were unable to exhibit their learning advantage
for translation-ambiguous items. This conclusion was further supported by the
RT data. In particular, in the RT measure, individuals with larger phonological
short-term memory took substantially longer to produce translation-ambiguous
words than translation-unambiguous ones, whereas the difference for individ-
uals with smaller phonological short-term memory was relatively small.

On the Hebrew-to-Arabic translation production test, there was no over-
all ambiguity disadvantage (see Figure 3, Panel C), and individuals with lower
phonological short-term memory exhibited an advantage for ambiguous words.
However, in this task as well, individuals with larger phonological short-term
memory were able to capitalize on their resources for translation-unambiguous
items more (i.e., steeper slope) than for translation-ambiguous ones, and thus
were disadvantaged by translation ambiguity more than individuals with lower
phonological short-term abilities. As was the case for the accuracy data of the
Arabic-to-Hebrew translation production test, individuals with larger phono-
logical short-term memory were unable to exhibit their learning advantage
for translation-ambiguous items. This implied that translation ambiguity made
learning more difficult, especially for participants with larger phonological
short-term memory.

The variance of working memory that was not shared with phonologi-
cal short-term memory (i.e., residualized working memory) did not modu-
late learning or the translation type effect. Similarly, residualized auditory
statistical learning, as measured in our study, did not modulate learning. Fi-
nally, nonverbal intelligence, as measured by the Raven’s Progressive Matrices,
was positively linked to accuracy on the meaning recognition test, but criti-
cally could not serve as an alternative explanation for the observed effects of
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Figure 3 Translation type effect as a function of phonological short-term memory in
the accuracy (A) and reaction time (B) of the Arabic-to-Hebrew translation production
test and in the accuracy of the Hebrew-to-Arabic translation production test (C).
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Figure 4 Translation type effect as a function of objective Hebrew proficiency in the
accuracy data of the Arabic-to-Hebrew translation production test. PCA = principal
component analysis.

translation type and phonological short-term memory because these effects
were present even when variance related to nonverbal intelligence was par-
tialled out by including it in the model.

Linguistic Background
Three orthogonal predictors were examined: the Multilingualism, Objective
Hebrew, and Subjective Proficiency factors. Individual differences as measured
by the Multilingualism factor did not modulate learning or the translation type
effect in any of the examined measures. In contrast, proficiency in the language
through which learning took place (i.e., Hebrew) was associated with improved
performance (in accuracy and marginally in RT) in the meaning recognition test.
Further, the Objective Hebrew Proficiency factor significantly interacted with
the translation type effect for accuracy on the Arabic-to-Hebrew translation pro-
duction test. As Figure 4 shows, the difference between translation-ambiguous
and translation-unambiguous items was more pronounced with increased pro-
ficiency in Hebrew.

Finally, the effect of the Subjective Proficiency factor was positively linked
to accuracy for the two translation production tests. In the principal component
analysis described previously, this factor most strongly represented subjective
ratings of proficiency in both Hebrew and additional languages and might
reflect participants’ bias in self-reporting or a shared proficiency construct, as
suggested by the linguistic interdependence hypothesis (Cummins, 1979) and
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the common underlying cognitive processes proposal (Geva, 2014). We return
to this issue in the discussion section.

Effect of Time and Response Type
To determine the contribution of the four-level variable of session in the Arabic-
to-Hebrew translation production test, we adopted model comparisons using
log likelihood ratio tests. These showed that the model including the main effect
of session was superior to the one not including it, X2(3) = 94.96, p < .001,
but that adding the interaction between session and translation type did not
improve the fit, X2(3) = 2.16, p = .54. Thus, learning performance significantly
differed across sessions for the Arabic-to-Hebrew translation production test.
Follow-up tests with the Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons re-
vealed that performance significantly differed across sessions (all ps < .01),
with the exception of Sessions 3 and 4, which did not differ from each other,
and Sessions 2 and 4, which were marginally different. In particular, perfor-
mance improved between Session 1 (M = 0.31) and Session 2 (M = 0.48)
but later deteriorated somewhat in Session 3 (M = 0.42) and Session 4 (M
= 0.43). A similar pattern emerged in the RT data for this test, such that
all sessions differed from each other (all ps < .001), with the exception of
Sessions 1 and 3, as well as 2 and 4, which did not differ from each other.
As for the accuracy data, performance improved between Session 1 (M =
1,304 milliseconds) and Session 2 (M = 1,121 milliseconds), and then dete-
riorated in Session 3 (M = 1,271 milliseconds) and Session 4 (M = 1,160
milliseconds). This pattern can be readily explained by the overall design of
the study (see Figure 1 above), by which learning cycles were included in the
first two sessions only. Critically, the translation type effect was stable across
sessions.

In the Hebrew-to-Arabic translation production test, administered only in
Sessions 3 and 4, there was a significant improvement between sessions in
both accuracy (M = 0.38 vs. M = 0.44) and RT (M = 1,482 milliseconds
vs. M = 1,400 milliseconds). This pattern was consistent with that found in
previous research showing a significant increase in performance in a translation
production task between sessions that did not include learning cycles (Degani
et al., 2014) and may reflect consolidation processes (Batterink, Westerberg, &
Paller, 2017). The translation type effect was not present and was not modulated
by session.

For the meaning recognition test, we included response type (no vs. yes
responses) as an additional fixed effect in the model to control for poten-
tial response bias due to the dichotomous nature of the task. Response type
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significantly modulated performance for the accuracy data, such that yes re-
sponses (M = 0.78) were made less accurately than no responses (M = 0.87).
Critically, the translation type effect was not modulated by this variable.

Additional Post Hoc Analyses
Null Effect of Multilingualism
The lack of a multilingualism effect in our study was surprising given the
documented advantage of multilingualism in novel word learning (Hirosh &
Degani, 2018). However, Bogulski et al. (2018) found that such an advantage
was not present when multilinguals were learning through their L2, although
from a post hoc analysis, they suggested that, if that L2 had become the dom-
inant language, an advantage might be present. In our study, all participants
learned the foreign language (Arabic) through their dominant language (He-
brew), but for the native Russian speakers, this was their L2 rather than their
L1. Thus, it is possible that the multilingualism effect would be limited to learn-
ers learning through their L1 (i.e., native Hebrew speakers) and would not be
extended to any dominant language. To examine whether the multilingualism
effect is dependent on the order of acquisition of the language from which
learning takes place, we tested whether the multilingualism effect interacted
with the L1 of our participants. We followed the same model structure, with
the addition of L1 group (native Hebrew vs. native Russian) and the inter-
action of L1 group with the Multilingualism factor as fixed effects. For the
Arabic-to-Hebrew translation production test, the effect of the Multilingual-
ism factor and of the interaction between it and L1 group were not significant
(ps > .20). For the Hebrew-to-Arabic translation production test as well as
for the meaning recognition test, which were based on substantially fewer
observations, the accuracy analyses failed to converge, and the effects were
not significant in the RT analyses (ps > .60). Therefore, within our sample
and as operationalized in our experiment, multilingualism did not modulate
learning.

Discussion

In our study, we examined the separate and combined effects of word character-
istics and learner characteristics on auditory foreign language vocabulary learn-
ing involving languages with different scripts. Specifically, we focused on trans-
lation ambiguity and on the way in which individual differences in cognitive
resources and linguistic background (including language proficiency and mul-
tilingual language experience) modulate the difficulty of learning translation-
ambiguous words. To this end, native Hebrew speakers and Russian–Hebrew
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speakers learned translation-unambiguous and translation-ambiguous Arabic
words and were tested over four sessions in translation production and meaning
recognition tests.

Translation Ambiguity Effect
In accordance with previous work on foreign language learning (Degani &
Tokowicz, 2010; Degani et al., 2014), the results of our study demonstrated
an ambiguity disadvantage in learning, so that backward translation produc-
tion of translation-ambiguous words was slower and less accurate than that of
translation-unambiguous words. We observed a similar disadvantage for the
accuracy data of the meaning recognition test, but not of the forward trans-
lation production test. Further, the disadvantage did not dissipate with time
(see also Degani & Tokowicz, 2010; Degani et al., 2014), reflecting the longer-
term nature of the effect. Extending previous findings, we found a translation-
ambiguity disadvantage in our study for foreign language words presented
auditorily. Hence, this effect can be traced to the phonological level, and does
not rely on competition between alternative orthographic representations or on
difficulty in mapping competing phonologies onto the same orthography (see
also Kaushanskaya & Marian, 2009). Our study thus provides clear evidence
for a general difficulty in learning translation-ambiguous words.

Interestingly, the disadvantage was not present in a task that required re-
trieval of one of two newly learned phonological codes (Hebrew-to-Arabic
translation production) but was strong in tasks that tapped the mapping of the
foreign language to the known language (Arabic-to-Hebrew translation produc-
tion) and that tapped the mapping of the foreign language to its corresponding
meaning representation (meaning recognition). These findings suggest that the
disadvantage associated with learning translation-ambiguous words is rooted
in the many-to-one mapping of the foreign language phonology to the learner’s
existing representations (Bracken et al., 2017; Degani & Tokowicz, 2010) rather
than in the competition between alternative phonological forms during retrieval.
The lack of a reliable translation-ambiguity effect in the forward translation
task coincides with patterns observed in previous studies (Degani et al., 2014;
Degani & Tokowicz, 2010) and underscores the weak contribution of competi-
tion during retrieval as the underlying cause of the translation-ambiguity effect.
However, the lack of translation-ambiguity effect in the forward translation
task might also have been due to the overall poor performance on this task.
This performance is likely to improve with increased foreign language pro-
ficiency. It is possible that, as performance in forward translation production
improves, the competition between associated foreign language translations
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will begin to affect performance (see Prior, Kroll, & MacWhinney, 2013, for
translation-ambiguity effects in more proficient bilinguals). Such competition
processes will add to the difficulty created by the one-to-many mapping, such
that both reduced associative strength and competition processes will hinder
performance on translation-ambiguous words, leading to a more pronounced
translation-ambiguity disadvantage.

Phonological Short-Term Memory
A second goal of our study was to test the extent to which the disadvantage as-
sociated with learning translation-ambiguous words is modulated by individual
differences in cognitive resources and linguistic background. In particular, pre-
vious studies observed a correlation between adults’ phonological short-term
memory capacity and their ability to learn novel vocabulary (Martin & Ellis,
2012). In our study, enhanced phonological short-term memory was associated
with better performance only on a task that directly required production of the
novel foreign language words. In contrast, on tasks that tapped the mapping
of the novel word to its Hebrew translation or to its meaning, we observed
no modulation. The presence of phonological short-term memory modulations
may therefore depend on the degree of difficulty posed by the task. First, as
reflected by the pattern of means, the Hebrew-to-Arabic translation production
test was overall a more demanding task. Further, even in the less demanding
task (i.e., the Arabic-to-Hebrew translation production test), when task diffi-
culty was enhanced due to stimuli characteristics (i.e., translation-ambiguous
items), we observed phonological short-term memory modulations. We thus
predict that individual differences in phonological short-term memory, and
cognitive resources more generally, will exhibit larger effects when task de-
mands become higher. One way in which foreign language vocabulary learning
may become more difficult is when the to-be-learned foreign language words
include nonnative phonemes because previous work has suggested that the
advantage associated with increased phonological short-term memory is re-
stricted to items composed of nonnative phonemes (Kaushanskaya, 2012, but
see Martin & Ellis, 2012, for effects with native phonemes). In our study, the
to-be-learned foreign language (Arabic) words included both novel and familiar
phonemes to the relevant population of Hebrew speakers (see Saiegh-Haddad
& Henkin-Roitfarb, 2014). It is possible that stronger effects of phonological
short-term memory would be observed when the to-be-learned L2 is more
phonologically dissimilar.

More critically, our study examined whether phonological short-term mem-
ory specifically modulated participants’ ability to learn translation-ambiguous
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words. In particular, as noted above, Degani and Tokowicz (2010) suggested
that translation-ambiguous words may be more difficult to learn due to ac-
tive competition among the alternative foreign language translations or due to
reduced associative strength similar to the fan effect. According to the com-
petition account, when learners are asked to retrieve the newly learned foreign
language word, the availability of the phonological form of the alternative for-
eign language translation may actively compete during the retrieval process,
and such competition may be stronger for individuals who are able to retrieve
both phonological forms more easily due to increased phonological short-term
memory. Such an account would predict, however, that stronger competition
would be observed in the forward translation direction when learners are re-
quired to select one of the two alternative foreign language translations.

Our study revealed no overall translation-ambiguity effect in the forward
translation task and only minimal phonological short-term memory modula-
tions in this translation direction. Alternatively, under the reduced associative
strength explanation (i.e., fan effect), the one-to-many mapping leads to reduced
associative strength between multiple linked representations. Individuals with
increased phonological short-term memory may be better able to create and
maintain multiple representations and, consequently, suffer a greater disadvan-
tage than individuals who are less successful in establishing multiple linked
associations. In this view, competition between phonological forms is not a crit-
ical component of the translation-ambiguity effect, and thus the effects are not
limited to the forward translation direction. In accordance with this prediction,
we observed that enhanced phonological short-term memory was associated
with a larger translation-ambiguity disadvantage in the backward translation
production test for both RT and accuracy measures. Specifically, we observed
larger accuracy and RT gaps between translation-ambiguous and translation-
unambiguous items for individuals with increased phonological short-term
memory.

Based on previous studies (Kaushanskaya, 2012; Martin & Ellis, 2012), we
expected individuals with larger phonological short-term memory to outper-
form those with smaller phonological short-term memory. As Figure 3 shows,
these individuals indeed exhibited increased learning accuracy, but only in
the case of translation-unambiguous items, whereas for translation-ambiguous
items, there was no associated advantage for increased phonological short-term
memory. This suggests that individuals with increased phonological short-term
memory experienced translation-ambiguous items as more difficult to learn
and were unable to capitalize on their resources to exhibit their full learning
potential on such items. This conclusion is further supported by the latency data
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in which translation-ambiguous items were associated with longer RTs for in-
dividuals with larger phonological short-term memory compared to those with
smaller phonological short-term memory. Together, these findings suggest that
the translation-ambiguity disadvantage is more pronounced for those individu-
als who are better able to establish and maintain multiple linked representations
(i.e., one-to-many mappings).

Additional Cognitive Resources
In our study, individual differences in working memory did not modulate learn-
ing of foreign language words. Critically, because of the overlap between phono-
logical short-term memory and working memory at both the theoretical level
(e.g., Baddeley, 2003; Buac et al., 2016) and the observed level, we partialled
out the phonological storage component from the working-memory measure
that we included such that it included only variance not explained by phonolog-
ical short-term memory and related to the manipulation of information. This
more restricted measure did not modulate learning or the translation-ambiguity
disadvantage. It is possible, however, that a more heterogeneous group of learn-
ers in terms of cognitive resources, or a more demanding learning protocol
with greater task demands would give rise to learning modulations by working
memory.

In addition, individual differences in auditory statistical learning did not
contribute to the auditory foreign language learning in our study. Our version of
the statistical learning task used verbal syllables of a novel language. Although
we presented these stimuli as a novel language, it is possible that their processing
relied to some extent on participants’ prior linguistic knowledge (see Siegelman
et al., 2017; Siegelman, Bogaerts, Elazar, Arciuli, & Frost, 2018). Thus, it is
possible that a more recent version of the statistical learning task that is less
reliant on participants’ prior knowledge (e.g., utilizing nonverbal stimuli) would
be better suited to elucidate the link between statistical learning abilities and
adult foreign language auditory vocabulary learning.

Linguistic Background
In our study, prior knowledge was reflected in participants’ linguistic back-
ground, including level of language proficiency in the dominant language and
experience with additional languages. Two theoretical accounts have been pro-
posed to explain observed links between prior linguistic abilities and learners’
ability to learn a foreign language (e.g., Prior et al., 2014). According to
the linguistic interdependence hypothesis, this link stems from the fact that
learning both a L1 and additional languages rely on a common underlying
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proficiency/aptitude construct (Cummins, 1979). This common construct may
be conceived of as including basic cognitive processes (Geva, 2014). Of rel-
evance, according to this theoretical perspective, individuals with higher lin-
guistic abilities in any existing languages are expected to outperform those with
lower abilities. In contrast, according to the alternative theoretical approach,
the typological/contrastive approach (Odlin, 1989), learners rely on their pre-
vious linguistic knowledge to the extent that it is similar to the to-be-learned
language (see also MacWhinney, 2005). Positive transfer is therefore expected
only between structurally similar languages.

The results of our study suggest that learners’ proficiency in the more typo-
logically similar language, Hebrew, was positively linked to foreign language
learning, especially for the meaning recognition test. This is evident in the posi-
tive effect of the Objective Hebrew factor on the meaning recognition accuracy
and RT performance. In contrast, learners’ proficiency in languages other than
Hebrew, as captured by the Multilingualism factor that we derived, was not
correlated with learning in any of the measures. This pattern of results provides
support for the typological/contrastive approach by which learners benefit from
prior knowledge only when that prior knowledge resembles the to-be-learned
language.

We should note several important caveats to this conclusion, however. First,
whereas Hebrew proficiency was objectively measured using fluency tasks,
proficiency in other languages was only subjectively estimated. Moreover, there
was at least some shared variance in learners’ subjective estimations of their
proficiency in Hebrew and in other languages, as reflected by the Subjective
Proficiency factor, and this shared variance influenced performance to some
extent (i.e., the Hebrew-to-Arabic translation production test). Thus, to the
extent that the Subjective Proficiency factor captured a shared proficiency
construct, one may take the current findings as support for the interdependence
hypothesis. Further, the association between basic cognitive resources such as
phonological short-term memory and foreign language learning observed in our
study may be taken to reflect an association between the common proficiency
construct (Geva, 2014) and foreign language learning. In addition, and more
importantly in our study, Hebrew was not only the more similar language, it
was also the language through which learning took place. Thus, our study did
not allow us to discern whether the facilitatory effect of Hebrew proficiency
stemmed from its typological similarity to the foreign language, or from its
status as the language through which learning took place. Future studies should
address this more directly by manipulating the language through which foreign
language learning occurs.
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Interestingly, objective proficiency in Hebrew modulated the translation-
ambiguity effect, such that individuals with higher Hebrew proficiency ex-
perienced a larger translation-ambiguity disadvantage. This pattern may be
explained by the one-to-many mapping required for translation-ambiguous
words. For individuals to learn such mapping, they need to reorganize their
form-to-meaning space so that an ambiguous mapping is created. For exam-
ple, in order to learn a translation-ambiguous item, a learner needs to estab-
lish two links from the existing meaning/translation in Hebrew (e.g., /makor/)
to the two Arabic translations (/munqa:r/ and /masˤdar/). Notably, the more
entrenched the representations in Hebrew are, the more difficult it is for a
learner to rearrange these connections. As a result, individuals with higher
proficiency in Hebrew are required to make more substantial changes in order
to learn translation-ambiguous words.

As noted above, learners’ proficiency in languages other than Hebrew, as
captured by the Multilingualism factor, was not correlated with learning in any
of the measures. The lack of multilingualism effect goes against the expecta-
tion based on previous studies (e.g., Bartolotti & Marian, 2012; Kaushanskaya
& Rechtzigel, 2012; Kaushanskaya, Yoo, & Van Hecke, 2013; for review, see
Hirosh & Degani, 2018; Tokowicz & Degani, 2015). Several explanations may
account for this inconsistency. First, the majority of previous work examined
the multilingualism effect when learning took place through participants’ L1
(for review, see Hirosh & Degani, 2018). Recent work by Bogulski et al. (2018)
suggested that the multilingual advantage in word learning is not expected when
multilinguals learn through their L2. The authors suggested that multilinguals
are better learners because of enhanced experience with regulating nontarget
language activation and specifically with regulating their L1 in order to acquire
new information. They further suggested that, for multilinguals who have ex-
perienced a switch in dominance such that they have become more dominant
in their L2 rather than in their L1, a learning advantage may be observed when
these multilinguals are learning through their dominant language. In accordance
with this refinement, all participants in our study learned the Arabic foreign
language vocabulary through their dominant language (Hebrew) although this
was the L2 for the Russian–Hebrew speakers. Nonetheless, we did not observe
a multilingual advantage in foreign language learning. It is possible that in con-
trast to the suggestion of Bogulski et al. (2018) regarding language dominance,
the order of acquisition of the languages does play an important role and that
the multilingual advantage is limited to cases where learning is done through
the first-acquired language irrespective of its dominance. In our sample, the
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order of acquisition did not modulate the (lack) of multilingualism effect, but
larger samples may be more suited for directly testing this prediction.

A second explanation relates to the range of the Multilingualism factor
sampled in our study. Whereas most previous research has compared bilingual
speakers to monolingual speakers, our study examined the effect of degree
of multilingualism in a heterogeneous group of native Hebrew speakers and
native Russian speakers who had learned Hebrew. Critically, all participants
were also proficient in English such that, although the Hebrew speakers were
much less multilingual than the Russian–Hebrew speakers, all participants had
some experience with foreign language learning. As a result, our sample did
not include individuals with minimal or close to minimal experience with addi-
tional languages. This restricted range may have reduced our ability to observe
a multilingualism effect, but notably may represent the typical distribution of
language backgrounds in many countries (see also Kreiner & Degani, 2015).
These different explanations are not mutually exclusive by any means. For
instance, because all participants had some experience in learning English
through Hebrew, they had gained experience in inhibiting the source language
(Hebrew) in order to learn an additional language. Consequently, in our study,
when we asked participants to learn Arabic using Hebrew as the source lan-
guage, native Hebrew speakers and Russian–Hebrew speakers did not differ in
their ability to do so.

Our study thus shows that multilinguals are not always better at foreign
language learning and that the multilingual advantage may be constrained by
the language in which learning takes place. In their review of the literature,
Hirosh and Degani (2018) suggested that the multilingual advantage in novel
language learning may stem from both direct and indirect sources. Specifically,
direct sources of the multilingual advantage are dependent on the overlap in
the specific previous experiences of the learner and the learning task. Multilin-
guals outperform bilinguals or monolinguals if they have had more experience
in the specific learning situation, in this case regulating the activation of the
source language (Hebrew) while learning a foreign language. According to this
conceptualization, it is possible that multilingualism did not exert an effect in
our study because all participants had experience in specifically regulating the
source language (Hebrew) during foreign language learning (as Bogulski et al.,
2018, have suggested is important). Participants further had knowledge of a
typologically similar language (Hebrew) available to serve as a source of direct
transfer. In addition to the direct effects of the type described above, Hirosh and
Degani (2018) suggested that multilinguals may enjoy an advantage in foreign
language learning mediated via indirect sources such as attentional control
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or sensitivity to statistical regularities. In our study, individual differences in
cognitive resources were included as control variables in the model such that a
multilingual effect could only reflect direct overlap between prior representa-
tions and learning experience and the foreign language vocabulary and learning
situation. Nonetheless, it is possible that individual differences in other cog-
nitive variables not examined here, such as attentional control (Yoshida, Tran,
Benitez, & Kuwabara, 2011), may contribute indirectly to the multilingual ad-
vantage in foreign language learning. More research is needed to uncover the
contribution of these and additional variables to explain how multilingualism
affects novel language learning.

Limitations and Future Research

Three additional aspects of our study remain to be examined further. First,
the translation-ambiguous words taught in our study were two Arabic words
corresponding to a shared ambiguous Hebrew word. As a result, the two trans-
lations were largely unrelated in meaning, referred to as meaning-ambiguous
words (Degani & Tokowicz, 2010; Eddington & Tokowicz, 2013) as opposed
to form-ambiguous words, where the two foreign language translations are
synonymous words (e.g., the Hebrew /sapa/ translates as both “couch” and
“sofa”). However, recent work has suggested that a continuous measure of the
meaning relatedness of the translations, termed translation semantic variability
(Bracken et al., 2017) can capture substantial variability during foreign lan-
guage learning. Future studies will thus examine whether meaning similarity
of the translations affects auditory foreign language learning and to what extent
this item characteristic interacts with learner individual differences.

Second, in our protocol, participants became aware during testing of the
presence of translation-ambiguous words in the learning set. Further, ambigu-
ous items were blocked and interleaved between two blocks of unambiguous
words. Thus, it remains to be examined whether randomly interspacing ambigu-
ous and unambiguous words within a single learning and testing block, a design
that is likely to reduce the prominence of translation ambiguity, would change
the way individuals approach learning. Moreover, although not analyzed here,
we also exposed participants to ambiguous foreign language (Arabic) words
during learning. Stimuli composition may have influenced learning because
previous work has shown that the inclusion of translation-ambiguous words
affects the processing of translation-unambiguous words (Tokowicz & Kroll,
2007).

Finally, overall accuracy in our study was relatively low, possibly due to the
low number of repetitions of each word during learning. Specifically, similar
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previous research used 12 to 16 repetitions of each item (Degani et al., 2014;
Degani & Tokowicz, 2010), whereas in our study each item was repeated only
three times across the entire learning protocol. Accordingly, accuracy levels
dropped relative to previous studies, but effective learning still took place, likely
because additional changes were implemented in the protocol. Most critically,
whereas in previous studies mere repetition was required during learning, in
our study, participants engaged in active retrieval attempts, which have been
shown to strengthen learning (Kang et al., 2013). As a result, accuracy levels
two weeks after learning ranged from 33% to 47% in our study relative to 48–
53% in Degani and Tokowicz (2010) and to 50–63% in Degani et al. (2014).
Critically, in all three studies a robust translation-ambiguity disadvantage was
observed, which was not alleviated by time. Nonetheless, all three studies tapped
the beginning stages of learning, and the individual difference modulations
observed in our study may not necessarily hold with increased proficiency
in the foreign language. This possibility awaits future investigation at more
advanced stages of foreign language learning.

Conclusion

To summarize, our study demonstrated the contribution of both item-based
variables and learner-based variables to foreign language vocabulary learning.
With respect to item characteristics, our study showed a robust and longer-term
translation-ambiguity disadvantage during auditory foreign language vocab-
ulary learning. The effect was mediated by phonology because the foreign
language words were presented auditorily, and there was no script overlap be-
tween the foreign language and learners’ known languages. As in previous
studies, this effect did not diminish with time and was evident in both a trans-
lation production and a meaning recognition test. The presence of the effect
across tests underscores its source in the one-to-many mappings required for
translation-ambiguous words rather than active response competition.

With respect to learner characteristics, our study highlighted the signif-
icance of phonological short-term memory and proficiency in the language
in which learning takes place. Rather than dichotomizing groups, our study
illustrates the use of a more continuous measure of multilingual experience that
is suited for use with heterogeneous and ecological samples of the population.
In our sample, multilingual experience did not modulate learning. Interest-
ingly, the study exemplifies interactions between item-based and learner-based
characteristics such that individuals with higher phonological short-term mem-
ory and those with higher proficiency in the source language exhibited larger
effects of translation-ambiguity during learning. These findings highlight the
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importance of examining both learner-based and item-based sources of variance
in the same study and testing for the interactive nature of their influence.

Final revised version accepted 30 January 2019
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How Learners Cope With Ambiguity in Foreign Language Vocabulary
Learning
What This Research Was About And Why It Is Important
Words often have multiple or vague meanings that do not translate easily to
other languages. As a result, a single word in one language may translate into
two correct translations in another language. For instance, the Hebrew word
/makor/ means both “beak” and “source.” Previous research has shown that
such translation ambiguity (having to learn separate words that map onto a
single word with multiple meanings in an already known language) creates
difficulty during vocabulary learning. The researchers extended this line of
research to test whether such difficulty is observed when the to-be-learned for-
eign language words are spoken rather than presented visually (written out).
The researchers further examined whether learning of foreign language vocab-
ulary is affected by learners’ cognitive resources (e.g., their memory capacity)
and linguistic background (e.g., their language proficiency and multilingual
language experience).

What the Researchers Did
� The researchers tested 53 native Hebrew speakers and Russian–Hebrew

speakers (all of whom also knew English). The participants learned previ-
ously unknown Arabic words; these words were presented auditorily, and the
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participants saw the definition of these words (in Hebrew) along with their
translation (also in Hebrew).

� In some cases, two Arabic words corresponded to the same ambiguous
Hebrew translation (e.g., /munqa:r/ meaning “beak” and /masˤdar/ meaning
“source” were learned in association with the ambiguous Hebrew word
/makor/). Such translation-ambiguous words were compared to unambiguous
items, where one meaning in Hebrew corresponded to one meaning in Arabic.

� During learning, which took place over two days, the participants repeated the
Arabic words and also recalled them in response to the Hebrew translation,
before hearing the correct Arabic word.

� During testing, the participants produced the Hebrew translation after hear-
ing the Arabic word and produced the Arabic word after seeing the Hebrew
translation. The participants further decided if a Hebrew definition corre-
sponded to the Arabic word they heard.

� The participants also performed additional tasks measuring their cognitive
resources (e.g., memory capacity) and their language background.

What the Researchers Found
� Translation-ambiguous words were more difficult to learn than translation-

unambiguous words, which was the case both immediately after learning and
one and three weeks after learning.

� The difficulty of learning translation-ambiguous words did not dissipate with
time. This difficulty appears to be linked to how participants store and access
the sounds of words, not their spelling.

� The participants with a larger memory capacity for sounds demonstrated
better learning than those with a smaller memory capacity, but not in the
case of translation-ambiguous words.

� The participants’ proficiency in Hebrew (i.e., the language they used for
learning new words), but not their multilingualism (i.e., also speaking Rus-
sian or English besides Hebrew), mattered for vocabulary learning.

Things to Consider
� Having to learn two translations for the same word might create a challenge

that is equally difficult for learners with more and fewer cognitive resources.
� Learners might capitalize on their prior linguistic knowledge for vocabulary

learning, but multilinguals are not always better in learning vocabulary in
additional languages.

� Most importantly, not all words are equally easy to learn, and not all learners
approach vocabulary learning with similar capacities.
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